Dalmaray Project

A couple of years ago.....
Rob Dalmaray, President of Dalmaray Concrete Products, set out to install
a new plant in his Janesville, WI operation. Twenty years after he joined
the company his father started, Rob decided it was time to make the
move from truck-delivered ready-mix concrete to on-site self-compacting
concrete. The challenge was to find a company that could deliver a plant
to fit not only their budget, but also their dream for producing SCC within
two years.

Project Highlights
• SCC Production
• Consistent water-to-cement
ratio–Quality Control
• Quieter, cleaner, safer operation
• Producing more products in
fewer hours
• 20% increase in profits

Dalmaray Specs
MobilMat MO 45/2-PCS with
2 discharge gates serving 2
different bays
Automatic aggregate feeding with
in-ground truck dump hopper
Capacity for 80 tons of aggregate
2 Bins
50 ton cement silo
Automatic mixer cleaning
PCS computer control system
5 Admixture controls
1 moisture probe in aggregate bin

After a year long search.....

Rob made the decision to go with ACT. He chose them for a variety
of reasons, the biggest one being that out of everyone he talked to,
ACT was the only one that just got it. Throughout the project, the only
surprise has been the timeframe. Instead of Dalmaray producing
SCC in two years, they were mixing it within two months.
“It’s unbelievable…once you have the right equipment, it’s amazing what you can do”, says Rob. With
what many consider to be the best controlling system in the industry, ACT provides precision
moisture measurement, essential to the production of SCC. And because of that precision, everything
about Dalmaray’s operation is smoother (and more profitable). “It’s a much more worker-friendly
environment - quieter, cleaner, and safer”, Rob reports. “And, our guys get to go home on time a lot
more often, which makes them happy, while we save on overtime costs - which makes us happy, too.”

